Abstract The average track model describes the response of physical and biological systems using radial dose distribution as the key physical descriptor. We report on an extension of this model to describe the average distribution of electron spectra as a function of radial distance from an ion. We present calculations of these spectra for ions of identical linear energy transfer (LET), but dissimilar charge and velocity to evaluate the differences in electron spectra from these ions. To illustrate the usefulness of the radial electron spectra for describing effects that are not described by electron dose, we consider the evaluation of the indirect events in microdosimetric distributions for ions. We show that folding our average electron spectra model with experimentally determined frequency distributions for photons or electrons provides a good representation of radial event spectra from high-energy ions in 0.5-2 µm sites.
Introduction
The response of physical detectors and biological systems to heavy particle irradiation is of interest in space radiation protection [1, 2] and studies of cancer therapy with proton and heavy ion beams [3] . For over 30 years, the average or amorphous track model has successfully described the response of a wide variety of physical detectors and biological systems to heavy particle irradiation using the radial dose distribution from delta-rays about the path of the ion as the key physical descriptor [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In some instances, the response of physical or biological systems may have a dependence on electron energy other than the electron linear energy transfer (LET). This is especially true for electrons with energies below 5 keV [9] [10] [11] , and this aspect of heavy particle track structure has not been considered before in the average track model. Monte-Carlo track simulation codes provide such descriptions, but are burdened by large computational times when considering high-energy ions and large radial distances from the ion's path [12] . Furthermore, in most applications with high-energy nuclei including cancer therapy and space or atmospheric radiation studies, nuclear fragmentation and energy loss processes lead to a broad spectrum of ion types and velocities [2, 13, 14] . Important examples are the understanding of biological effectiveness using a spread-out Bragg peak and of the galactic cosmic rays where charge groups from hydrogen to nickel with energies from below 1 MeV/amu to above 10 GeV/amu contribute to biological risk [1, 2] . Such considerations point to the usefulness of analytic approaches to treat track structure for high-energy particles. In this paper, we report on the extension of the average track model to describe the average radial distribution of electron energy spectra from heavy particles. We also develop an analytic model to evaluate frequency-event spectra that includes the indirect events important for high-energy ions and the radial dependence of these spectra.
Model for radial electron spectrum
The approach of the average-track model has been to consider the primary electron spectrum from ion interactions with target atoms and to fold this spectrum with average transmission properties of electrons to obtain the spatial distribution of electron dose as a function of radial distance from the ion's path. As introduced by Kobetich and Katz [5] , the radial dose is given by (1)
, ω is the initial electron energy, E is the residual energy of an electron with energy ω after travelling distance t, and η (t, ω) is the transmission probability that an electron with starting energy ω penetrates a depth t. Equation (1) includes an angular distribution for the primary electrons with energy ω and solid angle Ω, and the subscript 'δ' indicates that it is the dose contribution from ionization by secondary electrons at a radial distance t from the ion's path. The input functions for the evaluation of Eq. (1) are described by Cucinotta et al. [15] and include the model of Rudd [16] for electron spectra from proton collisions and electron transport properties from [17, 18] . A phenomenological angular distribution for electron production was described in [15] , where a distribution peaking at the classical ejection angle with a width adjusted to experimental data was used, but this model fails to describe any forward or backward angle peaks in the angular distribution. Previous calculations have shown that the angular distribution has important effects on the radial distribution both at large and small radial distances, and only a minor effect at intermediate values where a 1/t 2 behavior holds. The cross-sections for electron production from protons are scaled to heavy ions using effective charge. The use of an effective charge approximation that is dependent on the ejected-electron energy would be more accurate, especially for ions with energies below about 1 MeV/u.
LET can be described by integrating the radial dose distribution over all radial distances up to the maximum allowable, t M , and including other contributions such as excitations and nuclear stopping, as (2) The effects of binding are contained in the delta-ray term. Brandt and Ritchie [19] have considered an ansatz for the excitation term, D exc (t), as (3) with d = β/2 ω r with ω r = 13 eV for water. In Eq. (2), as described by Brandt and Ritchie [19] , the radial extension of excitations is confined to very small distances, as characterized by the parameter d. The value of the parameter C exc is adjusted such that after numerical integration of the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2), the value of LET for a given ion of mass number (A), charge number (Z), and energy (E), is reproduced. We have used the LET representations for ions described in [2] for our calculations.
In many applications, the number of electrons as well as their energy spectrum are required to describe the response of a system. To derive the average or residual energy spectrum of electrons penetrating to a radial distance t we compare Eq. (1) to the dose at t that would be found from folding the residual electron spectrum, φ (t, E), with the electron stopping power S (E),
In considering the radial electron spectrum, only the deltaray term in Eq. (2) contributes to it. Transforming from primary electron energy ω to residual electron energy E within the continuous slowing down approximation leads to the form (5) where ω is now a function of E and t. Equation (5) shows that the electron spectrum is attenuated through two factors: first, an overall factor of 1/t for all secondary electrons, and second an additional attenuation that is dependent on the electron starting energy and depth of penetration. Equation (5) does not describe the angular dependence of electron transmission, but inclusion of an angular-dependent transmission function [20, 21] along with the angular dependence of the primary spectrum will allow the present model to be extended in this manner.
Comparisons of the radial distribution in dose for 1 H at 1 MeV (LET = 27 keV/µm) to the measurements of Wingate and Baum [22] are shown in Fig. 1a . The model agrees well with the measurement for distances of less than 10 nm and predicts higher values than the data at larger distances (>10 nm). Several comparisons of Monte-Carlo calculations [22] [23] [24] [25] to the data of [22] have been made. These comparisons also have tended to overestimate the measurements of Wingate and Baum [22] for radial distances beyond 10 nm or suffered from decreased resolution due to the need for performing a large number of trials when the event frequency is low. In Fig. 1b , we compare the model to measurements [26] for 20 Ne at 377 MeV/u, which has a LET of 31 keV/µm, which is close to that of 1-MeV protons. The model and measurements are in good agreement. Comparing Fig. 1a and b provides an indication of the differences in track structure that occur for ions of the same LET, but dissimilar charge and velocity. Figure 2 shows comparisons of the radial dose distribution for ions with an identical LET of 151 keV/µm: 4 He at 0.55 MeV/u and 56 Fe at 1 GeV/u. The above comparisons indicate differences in track structure for ions of identical LET due to track density and track width. The comparisons described next indicate further differences due to electron energy spectra.
In Figs. 3 and 4 , we show calculations of the radial electron spectrum at several impact parameters. 4 He ions at 0.55 MeV/u and 56 Fe ions at 1000 MeV/u. We have plotted the spectrum from Eq. (5) as 2 π t E φ (t, E) vs energy to show the 1/t attenuation of the spectrum and since ions at larger impact parameters reach a larger number of potential target molecules (as described by the differential cross-sectional area 2 π t dt). The results in Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate that when comparing ions of similar LET values, lower charge ions have both a confined trackwidth and a larger contribution from electrons of lower energy in comparison to a highercharged ion. Experiments with soft x-rays indicate increased biological effectiveness for electrons with energies less than several keV [9] . For ions of a given LET value, low charge and energy ions (LZE) may have increased effectiveness because of the predominance of lowenergy electrons in comparison with high charge and energy ions (HZE). The secondary electron spectrum for the LZE ions is softer, both at small radial distances and at the maximal radial distances where the highest energy ejected electrons are stopped (electron track-ends). However, for large target volumes including a response dependent on alterations in spatially distributed target molecules, the present energy deposition model [6, 7] predicts that the effects of track width increase the effectiveness of HZE ions over LZE ions.
In Fig. 5 we show the frequency-averaged (averaged over the electron energy spectrum) and the dose-averaged (averaged over electron spectrum folded with LET) electron energies as a function of radial distance from the ion path for ions of energy 1, 10, 100, and 1000 MeV/u. These results are approximately independent of ion charge due to the effective charge scaling used in the calculations. The average electron energy is seen to increase with distance from the track. In considering the variation of biological effectiveness with electron energy, of note is the large increase in effectiveness for electrons with energies below 5 keV [9] [10] [11] . For larger volumes with diameters of 100 nm or more, electron track overlap may occur, perhaps reducing the importance of the effectiveness of electrons of varying energies. The present model offers an efficient method to model such effects. Differences in biological response have been seen between hydrogen and helium ions at the same LET [27, 28] and with low-energy heavy ions [29, 30] , but useful comparisons of fast and slow ions have not been made. For estimating the risk to astronauts from space radiation, differences in radiation quality for ions with the same LET may have important implications. Experiments to elucidate differences would be useful for understanding radiation quality for space radiation protection where LZEs and HZEs make nearly equal contributions to LET spectra above 20 keV/µm [13] . The energy deposition considerations described here would suggest that these differences may be important.
Application to indirect events in microdosimetry
In the description of frequency distributions as measured by proportional counters, events arising from delta-rays produced by particles that do not pass through the sensitive volume are denoted outside or indirect events [31, 32] . At high energies, a significant fraction of the LET or events arises from outside events for site sizes in the 0.5-2 µm range used in most applications. For nanometer-sized sites that are expected to be important in producing DNA damage and mutations, event spectra are dominated by the outside events. Here we show that knowledge of the frequency distributions as a function of electron energy and the model of electron spectra discussed above can be used to describe the radial distribution of events from heavy particles. The theoretical evaluation of microdosimetric spectra from electrons is difficult to treat analytically due to the small mean free path of electrons for elastic and inelastic collisions and the importance of energy and range straggling for electrons. Extensive measurements of microdosimetric spectra using photons and high-energy electrons over a large range of energies have been made with tissue equivalent proportional counters (TEPCs) [33] . For smaller site sizes, Monte-Carlo calculations of event spectra have been done for electrons with energies from 0.1 to 100 keV [9, 10] .
Our approach is to consider the average electron spectrum of electrons at radial distance t from the ion's path and fold this distribution with results from measurements or Monte-Carlo simulations for electrons. We did not consider the angular dependence of electron transmission at Calculation of the a frequency-averaged mean electron energy and b dose-averaged mean electron energy as a function of radial distance from an ion's track for ions of energy 1, 10, 100, and 1000 MeV/u. Since we are using effective charge to scale the effects of different ions the present results are independent of ion charge this time. For an isotropic source of ions and a spherical volume, we consider an isotropic source of electrons incident on the sensitive volume as a reasonable first approximation. The event spectrum from indirect events is then described by
where the distributions f e -(E, ε) are the events of size ε by electrons of energy E in a particular volume as inferred from experiments or Monte-Carlo simulations. The lineal energy is related to the energy deposited and the mean chord-length, c, by y = ε/c and the specific energy and the volume mass, m, by z = ε/m where z is in Gy, y in keV/µm, and c in µm. For more higly charged ions, overlapping electron tracks may occur at impact parameters close to the sensitive volumes. We introduce higher order delta-ray terms using the Poisson distribution and the radial distribution of the number of events as (7) where the f
out are the convolutions of the single-event spectra and n (t) is the number of events at radial distance t as given by (8) where z 1F (t) is the frequency-averaged value of the firstorder term.
Since measurements are available over a larger range of energies for photons than electrons, we have considered photon data here. We have parameterized the y-spectra from measurements with photons using the function
where N is a normalization constant and with the parameters chosen as b = 6.5 keV/µm. The other parameters in Eq. (9) are given as a function of photon energy as
and
to approximate measured values for y F and y D as a function of photon energy. A purely exponential function leads to y D /y F =2, which is approximately true for photon energies below 50 keV [33] . The second term in Eq. (9) allows for a higher ratio that occurs at higher photon energies. We compare the frequency and dose-averaged values that result from Eqs. (9) (10) (11) to measured values [33] in Fig. 6 . The large scatter in experimental values precluded a statistical fit, and the parameters in Eqs. (9-11) have been fit by eye. The spectrum of Eq. (9) is fit to experiments for photon irradiation in walled counters [33] . Some differences in the response of walled and wall-less counters for photons and electrons should be expected and are not described here. In order to relate the photon energy to electron energy, we use the average secondary electron
energy from Compton scattering and the photoelectric effect.
In Fig. 7a , we show the frequency average of the specific energy, z F (t) as a function of radial distance from the path of 600 MeV/u Fe ion for a site of 1.3 µm diameter. Values for the parameters in Eqs. (9-11) for a 1.3 µm site are obtained by linear interpolation of the results in Table 1. The model predicts higher values for the frequency average than the experiment of Metting et al. [34] . We have included terms through second-order (solid line) in Eq. (7) which provides some increase over the first-order term (dashed line) for radial distances below 3 µm. More accurate representations of the event spectra from electrons, the inclusion of the angular dependence of electron transmission, and the effects of charge scaling of electron components are potential areas for improving the present model. The frequency averaged values and their correlation with known values for electrons and photons clearly indicate the role of delta-rays in outside events. We have plotted our results on a logarithmic scale in order to display the effects of electron track-ends that occur at the maximum radial distance. These low-energy electrons lead to an increase in the frequency average, but very few events will occur at these distances. For low-energy ions, a larger number of events will occur at the maximum radial distance of the electrons, but the electron spectrum is softer, and the relative contribution change over the width of the particles track is not as pronounced as that occurring for relativistic ions. In Fig. 7b , we show comparisons of calculation to experiment for the average value of the square of the specific energy which is given in terms of the dose-average specific energy, z D (t), and the radial dose as Figure 7b shows good agreement between experiment [34] and model. The effects of the second-order term are less pronounced than in Fig. 7a because the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (12) dominates at small values of t.
In Fig. 8 , we show comparisons of model to experiment [35] for z D (t) for 14-MeV/u Ge ions in 0.5 and 1.0 µm sites. Comparing the results of Figs. 7 and 8 provides an indication of the softer electron spectrum for lower energy ions. Also, the second-order term provides a larger contribution for the higher charge Ge ion compared with Fe. The model discussed herein can be combined with treatments of direct events using path-length distributions corrected for ion straggling to provide accurate descriptions of the total event spectra from ions.
Conclusions
The approach of the average track model has been to use parametric models of electron energy deposition and the primary electron spectrum released by heavy particles to describe the effects of energy deposition of ions. The resulting spatial distribution of energy deposition can be folded with a physical or biological system's characteristic response to electrons or photons to describe the equivalent effect by ions. In this report, we have added a new aspect to this approach by considering the radial distribution of electron spectra about the ion's path. Our calculations for ions of identical LET show that along with previously reported effects of ion trackwidth, differences in the spectrum of electron energies may result in distinct effects for such ions. For a response dependent on electron energy and fluence rather than electron dose, our model allows for an efficient method to model the effects of ions. We have shown that this approach provides a method for evaluating the radial distribution of frequency-event spectra using measured results for photons (or electrons). These distributions are often neglected and are time-consuming to consider in Monte Carlo codes, especially for high-energy ions. Our method offers an accurate approach to this problem. The comparisons of the radial distribution for electron energies or specific energy may provide new insights into the success of the average-track model in de-264 Fig. 8 Comparison of calculation to experiment [35] for dose-average specific energy in 0.5 and 1.0 µm site as a function of radial distance for 14-MeV/u Ge ions. Dashed line is first-order term in Eq. (7) and solid line is first-and second-order terms Fig. 7 Comparison of calculation to experiment [34] : a for average specific energy in 1.3 µm site as a function of radial distance for 600-MeV/u Fe ions. Dashed line is first-order term in Eq. (7), and solid line is first-and second-order terms; b for square of the mean specific energy in 1.3 µm site as a function of radial distance for 600-MeV/u Fe ions. Dashed line is first-order term in Eq. (7), and solid line is first-and second-order terms scribing relative biological effectiveness for diverse radiation fields and approaches to improve this model.
